Gassó SA
Founded in 1862 in Barcelona-Spainhas over the centuries developed its
expertise as a leading manufacturing and distribution company specialized in
industrial supply of hoses and components as well as loading/metering
systems and solutions for the Petro-Chemical Industry.
Still today the Gassó family is actively leading the different operations.
Main products are Gassoflex composite hoses,rubber hoses and stainless
steel hoses,tank truck equipment´s,Loadingarms and
accessories,meteringskids and automations system up to EPC contractor for
loading terminal constructions.
Gassó´s main production plant is in Barcelona but we have production plants
and or sales offices in Spain,Portugal,Polen,Romania,Senegal,Jordan and
Holland.

Gasso just opened a new 6000 square meter production area for the
manufacturing of the Gassoflex composite hoses and loading arms and
accessories.

Gassoflex composite hoses
The line of Gassoflex hoses runs from ¾“ up to 10“ for a wide range of petrochemical products,as well as for LPG and LNG.

The unique feature of the Gassoflex hoses is that they are manufactured on 6
fully automated production lines completly computer controlled meaning no
people who are walking up and down the production line to roll the
films/fabrics and wires.

In this way Gasso is able to offer a consistently high quality at a competitive
price and is able to supply big volumes on a short notice.
The range of Gassoflex hoses is covered by the major international approvals.
The Gassoflex hoses are worldwide distributed by distributors and or agents
in most countries arround the globe.

Gassó in house Laboratory for testing and certfication

Gassó loading arms and accessories
Gasso is producing a line of loading arms and unloading arms for PetroChemcial products from 1“ up to 6“ for Tank trucks and Rail cars.
The loading arms with a wide range of accessories can be supplied in
Aluminium,Carbon steel,Stainless steel and with PTFE lining.
Loading arms for special applications are also available like :







Loading arms with heatingsystems
for products as bitumen.
Loading arms for LPG applications
PTFE Lined Loading arms for
Chlore applications.
Loading and un-loading arms for
Ammonia applications.
Loading arms fully pneumatically
and or hydraulically operated.
Folding Stairs and complete
loading platforms.

Gasso also manufactures and offers:






Floating suctions and rain drains up to 24“
Breakaway couplings up to 8“
Metering skids
Automation systems also as system integrator
EPC contractor for loading terminal constructions
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